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The revolution·

has begun
With assistance from freshmen newcomers
Tavares_~~~T.J." Johnson (right) and Terrance
Payne (below), Xavier romped over' the IX
All-Stars.·and Windsor· teams in exhibition
]Jome .gafues Wednesday, Nov. _23, and
Saturday, Nov. 26. fye story, page .~ight.
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BY JEFF DAVIS
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

College coffins?
MANISTEE, Mich. - If you vow to be loyal toward your
alma mater to your grave, then James Kieszko~ski wants to
.talk to you. The Michigan busin~s~man is selling customized
fiberglass coffins in school colors, allowing diehard fans· to
demonstrate their eternal allegiance toward their university
or college - even after death.
"There are people who are true to their alma mater right
to the end;" said Kicszkowski, owner of Oak Grove International, "so what better way to honor their legacy?"
In addition to the colors, Oak Grove will also decorate the
inside panel of the coffin with a tribute to the deceased. "Say
the guy was a big basketball fan, then we'll put a little
.backboard net with a ball going through it," said Kieszkowski.
"These aren't cheap· paint jobs. These are fiberglass
coffms that won 'tcrumbleor.rustawaywithin a few months,"
said Kieszkowski. "The shine is so beautiful, and they'll last
more than .100 years."
While .some may ·squirm at the notion of a University of North Carolina or Michigan State University
coffin, ·Kieszkowski said he hasn't heard any complaints. "Everyone has been receptive," he said.
"We're just trying to customize our coffins to the
needs of the people."

Dine-in only
On Tuesday, December 6, the second Legislative Lunch
of this year will occur. This is an informal lunch attended
by students and a few administrators. The lunch on
Tuesday will be attended by Dr. Ronald Slepitza, VieePresident of Student Development, and Dr. James
Bundschuh, Vice-President of Academic Affairs.
The purpose of the lunch is to allow students to address
· some of their problems directly to administrators, and for
the administrators to gilt feedback form the students on the
way the school is running.
Any students interested in attending the lunch
shouldcontactDamonJonesat745-4249. Theeventwillbe
held in the Regis room· an.d sta~t at noon. Lunch is first
come, first serve basis, and itis free.
. by Pete Holtermum

Light up Xavier
X-Luminate Xavier,· the project sponsored by th~
Student Government Association and .headed. by.. student senator Bob Schulmeister, to light ~p the.
Xavier campus for homecoming weekend, will take
place on Friday, December· 2, at 7 p.m.
.
The campus will be. lit through the use of Luminarias,
which are paper bags with candles· and sand inside them ..
The Student Senate is askingforsponsorshipof aL~naria
to help ·light up the lives of the less· fortunate. Each
Luminaria is a $1.00 donation and all profits Will be given
to the Saint Francis Catholic Worker House of Cincinnati.
Sponsorship can be collected at the Commuter Information Desk or from any senator.
by VfaoPaia Suteli&'e

The Xavier chapter of Amnesty International held a sit-in
on Nov. 21 in the University Center Cafeteria lobby.
The group of 14 students were
there .to make other students
aware of politicitl prisoners being
held against their will in East
Timorese, lndon~sia.
Amnesty International said
around 30 Indonesian students
are being held in Indonesian military bases because they attempted
to enter the v~: embassy in'.the
city of J akarta)>y climbing ove~ a
wall surrowidmg the buil~~.
The students were there protesting a 20 year sentence given to
government resistance· leader:
Xanana Gusmao.
A statement released by. Amnesty International said, "We fear
that those detained 'could he tor·tured ~nd ill-treated. This is
heightenedbythereportthatsome
of those de.tained have been
transfered from police custody to
military detention centers, where
pro-democracy activists have .
been tortured iri the recent past."
According to Xavier Aionesty
International member Matt
Eisen, .the Xavier students participating in the sit-in turned off
the lights and lit candles not only

photo by Ramon De Jeaua .

Xavier~ chapter efAmnesty ll11ernation0! lit ca11dles in the Om:ver-

sity Center Cafeteria lobby to remember the students who are being
held by the Indonesian governmellt.
to attract students' curiosity so
they can be informed as to what is
gong on in Indonesia, but also to
act in solidarity with the students
who are being imprisoned.
"I'm not a spokesperson for
Amnesty International, but I per~
sonally would compare this to the
Tiananmen Square massacre
that went on in China a couple of
years ago,•• Eisen said.
Xavier's chapter in coordination with the n~tional c~alition of
Amnesty International is also asking people to sign a petition to
send to PresidentBill Clinton ask~
ing him to do whatever he can to
helpreleasethestudentsfromthe ·
military bases.

Xavier Amnesty lnteniational
Dave Patrick said the
main goal of the sit~in was to make
Xavier students aware of what is
going on in Indonesia. "We are
going to have more meetings and
. vigils to make students aware of
the political violence going on
there," Patrick said.
"During the next couple of
meetings we are going to bring in
guest speakers and show videos
on the student protests in Indonesia. Hopefully the.more people
get involved, the quicker something can be done about it," Eisen
said. Amnesty International holds
its meeting every Friday at3 p.m.
at the Dorothy Day House.
me~er

M~neygood

for next year
Xavier's Campus Dining ·
Service announced.that all
declining balance dollars on ·
the All-Card will transfer
from the Fall semester to
· the Spring semester. At the
end of the spring semester, ~
all dollars associated with
t.he meal plans will b~
forfeited.
.
Betty Mallory of the
Campus Dining Service said
all cafeteria plans will
remain the same with the
19, 14.plus $100 and 9 plus
$175 meals. The declining
balance can he used in
either the Musketeer Inn or
Schott Buffet. Mallory al~o
said meal plans can be .
changed through the first ·
week of the Spring Semester'
by
Davll

J.
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Plan calls for building renovations
BY

PETE HOLTERMANN

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Hirte said that he
. expects the center to be
up and running by the
year 2000. According
to Dr. Ronald Slepitza,
vice-president of Student Development,· the
construction of this
complex would occur in
tandem with the complete renovation of the
UniversityCenter. The
timing oft~~ is ~ontinXavier is getting a face lift as part of XU gent on the raising of sufficientI fu~ds.
·' ~ ..
2000.
The goal of the $8 million doµ~l;".~~nova.
photo eourteey.ofXavier Yearbook
Many physical changes are scheduled lion is to make the University.Center, as
.
'X'avk~'s
campus,
m
seen
from
the
air,
won't
look
the
same
after renpvations/romXll
to occur within five to seven years on Slepitza put it, "the living room of camiooo.
The
plan
calls
for
major
recomtruction
of
several
arem on ihe llniversity
campus. These changes will take place pus."
.
when sufficient donations are received to
The plan calls for a modernization of property.
cover the close to $50 million of planned almost everything in the building. Part of
construction.
the plan also calls for the moving of resiThe work on the malls will require some of.home on campus for the students. HavCurrently, Xavier maintains about 100 dential dining and administrative Qffices
preparatory work. Much of the construe~ . ing these new structures· will .help that
acres of land. There are 30 buildings out of the building to make more room for
tion done on Ledgewood this fall was to feeling, said Slepitza.
totaling 1.25 million square feet of space on student organizations.
Slepitza also wants to create a better
repair water lines before the construction
the campus. XU 2000 calls for the renovaThe redesigri and restoration of .the
atmosphere
on campus. He feels a good
of the mall. There will he underground
tion of current structures, and even some campus mall will be the first projeet comway
to
do
this
is through the basketball
electrical work done on the academic mall
new ones.
pleted as part of XU 2000. Plans caU,for .
games
be(,!ause
they
are some of the most
before the ·renovations are cotnpl~ted.
"The· most ;m1bitious p~Jj~ct und~r- two different malls to blworked on.
popular
events
that
occur
here.
Three of the oldest structures on camtaken by the university in modern his- . According to Slepitza, the first is the
"We
want
to
make
basketball
games
pus, Alumni, Schmidt and Hinkle Hall.s,_
tory." That is how the strategic plan de- residential maU. This will be on the closed
that
are
a
lot
mor~
like
a
rock
and
roll
will he restored, according to the report.
scribes the proposed 224,000 square foot portion ofLedgewoodAve. Slepitza could
concert,"
Slepitza
said.
These buildings were constructed in the
convocation center that is to be built on not say exactly where the mall would be,
1920's, so they are due for general renovacampus. This $30 million project would due to the private reside~ces along that
tions. Slepitza said this is the unive;8ity's
serve many different purposes for the uni- street. He said that something will have to
mostimportant priority. Hirte said that
versity.
he worked out with those people to allow
Elet Hall is an example of how these buildAs part of this complex, an adjoining forthecompletionofthemall. Eventually,
ings
will be renovated.
parking structure would also be built. Ac- it will run from the entrance of the North
There are no plans, according to
cording to Dr. Richard Hirte, vice-presi- Parking Lot to Herald.Ave., but only a
Slepitza, for Xavier to purchase or use the
dentofFinancialAdministration, thestruc- portion of the construction will be com. land formerly occupied by BASF that is on
.turewouldhavethecapacitytoholdaround pleted this summer.
.·.the corner of Dana and Montgomery Aves.
Tues., Nov. 15, 7:55 p.m.
500 cars.
Theacademicportionofthemallshould
Hirte, however, said discussions have ocThe driver's side window of a car
This center is planned to go into the side be restored the following summer, in 1995.
curred involving the uniparked in the South Lot was smashed
of the hill separating the North
versity regarding the land.
in. A radar detector was stolen.
Parking Lot and the Cohen
He added that nothing of
Center. It would also run out
significance had resulted
into the pit area of the current
from these talks.
Tues., Nov.22, 9:20 a.m.
lot.
This are~ was left vaAn
employee
at the Romero Center
The main feature of this comcant after the BASF plant
reported
that
eggs
had been thrown all
plex is an about ten~thousand
that was at this location
over
the
building.
seat arena that would serve as
was destroyed in an explothe new home for Xavier's bassion on July 19, 1994.
ketball teams. It would also
There is some question reTues., 1'ov. 22, 3:17 p.m •
have a new residential dining
. XU 2000/ ~trategi.c Plan garding the safety of the
Safety
and Security investigated a
hall, and an auxiliary student
site due to chemical conthree-car
accident in the South Lot.·
gymnasium.
tamination in the ground
The center would also feathat resulted from the extu re conference centers and
plosion.
banquet halls to ease the feelings of over- Part of the renovatiori of this area of camSlepitza also worked on · the Student
lfyouhaveanyinformotionregarding
crowding that currently occur with events . pus will be changing some of thefac11des of
Development aspects of the·plan. He feels
these crimes pleme caU Safety and
like Family Weekend .. · .
the buildings so they are more op~n to the
that the completion of the construction will'.
Security at X-1000.
Hirte also mentioned the possibility of mall.
. enhan~e 'h~ feeli~g ~f community here at
having a small number of hotel room-style
Both malls will be landscaped, and inXavier.'
·
·
accoinmodations in the builditig. These elude brick pavers. These areas .would
The main goaf concerning student deCompiled by Jeff Davia
would house different university guests, al_so bec()~e complet~!Y~".~~!'ed off to vevelopmentiatocreateandm&intainaaenae·
"
---------'
such as sgeakera or prosgectiv-' facul~. . hicular traffic.
·· · ·

Security
Notes

''The most amhitio0s project
undertaken by the universay in
modem history. "
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"I think they'll he alright,
but the lack of size will hurt
us. I think we'll need to
push the hall up· the court
and use our speed to our
advantage."
Mike Skoumbros
senior

.

"I agree with Skip Prosser,
like he said at Midnight ·Madness, that he's going to. take
them to the NCAA fmals." ·• ·

Chris Smith
junior

'

"I think they'll do . great.
They have a yooog team~ hu.t.
they'll do great."
·

"lftheywin theMCC,I'll
he happy."

.

Matt Whitehead
sophomore

Homecoming Week 1994
Tuesday, iNovember 29 :
. ·
8PM
Lip Sync Contest and Spades Tourney, Downunder, WIN PRIZES!!!
Wednesday, November 30
·
XU Basketball, Muskies versus Miami. Redskins
6PM
·Garden Party, Pregame Festival, Cincinnati Gardens, Buses Available
Thursday, December 1
·
Christmas on Campus, Pictures with Santa
7:30PM
Movie:~ The Christmas Story, ·Kelly Auditorium, FREE FOOD!!!
Friday, December 2
8PM
Denny Dent and his Two-Fisted Art Attack, Theater, Tickets $2 with ID
Saturday, December 3
Homecoming Parade on Victory Parkway
9AM:
. Free Food at the Hospitality Center, the Beach
1OAM :
All For One Classic SK Race, register at SAC Office
2PM
Musketeers Basketball Game
9PM· 1AM
Homecoming Dance with Milhaus at the Convention Center, Tickets $10
Tickets go on sale Monday, Nov. 21 in SAC Office·
i

.(

.

Michael Fesman
junior

SAC PRESENTS:

~....

~

'.'I think they'lldoreallywell,
butthey'rei_nareallyweak conference, so that coUld hurt them
in the long run.~~
.·Erin Gish .
freshman

"l'mahigfan. 19-8,and
an NCAA at-large liid."
Jim Tracey
Physical Plant Director
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Letter to the editor
Campaigning for life
Students for Life would like to thank
Stephanie Moes and Glory McLaughlin for
takingan interest in our organization and for
taking the time to write their letter to the
editor ["Pro-life stance needs focusing"] in
theNov.16issueof

The Newswire.
As a socialissues ·
group and a service
organization,". we
(r
always appreciate
feedback from the
Xavier community
as to how well we
· .are accomplishing
ourgoals. ltisonly
through such feedback that we may
know how to be of
greater service.
Miss Moes and
. Miss McLaughlin's
primary critique
was that for this past election, Students for
Life distributed literature endorsing antiabortion candidates who were not consistently pro-life.
· Specifically, one of the candidates we supported was found, upon Miss Moes and Miss
McLaughlin's investigation, to support the
death penalty, to oppose gun control and to
take little interest in health care reform.
Students for Life recently discussed our
past endorsement of candidates, and we decided to investigate candidates more thoroughly before. endorsing them, should the
club continue endorsing candidates infuture
years.

While it is true that one of the goals of
Students for Life this year has been to
expand our pro-life stances beyond abortion, this is by no means a completed
project. Currently, our constitution only '
takes
stances
against active euthanasia, against
abortion, against
infanticide, for the
elimination of poverty and for the
promotion of the
dignity of human
life.
Other life issues,
including capital
punishment, are
currently being discussed within the
group, but we have
not taken formal
stances on them.
Creating an official position on the
great number of issues before us is no
small task and will take time.
Students for Life is currently undergoing many transitions, all of which are
intended .to improve our service to the
community. For more information, contact us at 985-8492.

The time of year that most full-time students
dread above all else is now upon us. The thirtyday span between Thanksgiving and Christmas
will undoubtedly be one of your most stressful, _
if not busiest, periods of the year.
In the next three weeks you will be asked to
writ~ s~mewhere between three and five
papers, prepare at least one presentation and
make it through a week of finals hellbent on
destroying you:
Now when you are finished' with these measly
tasks you probably will be faced with such
. pleasing chores as Christmas shopping, moving
· home for a while, possible employment, dealing
with beautiful winter weather and my personal
favorite of looking forward to spring semester.
What's that, you say? Too much in too little
time? Don't th.ink you're gonna make it, huh?
Well, don't panic yet, buddyboy!
If you don't think you can do it all just take
a break. Thanks to the helpful Alumni Association and a few other representatives of Xavier's
upper echelon, we have a whole week of things
to distract us from our studies. That's right,
right now, right here, ~t's Homecoming '94 with
all of the revelry and debauchery a good little
Jesuit university can handle.
Sounds like a lot of fun, eh? Just think, if
you take your theology notes to the dinner
beforehand, your American Realism book to
the dance and then hit calculus right after you
kiss your date goodnight, you may be able to
keep those studies up to par.
If the truth be told, I'm sure there are a few
professors out there who would be willing to
accept an invitation to the dance for a tidy sum.
Just think, all you studs out there. How cool ·
and productive would you be with Dr.
Winkelmann as your date? You would be seen
as the suave and sophisticated young man with
the older woman as your date. But the best
part would be all that linguistic knowledge you
could pick up while swinging to Milhaus.
And for all you young women out there who
are tired of immature freshman, sophomore,
junior and occasionally senior males, check out
Dr. Daily of the Communication Department.
There wouldn't be any cheap dinners or
childish conversations with this prestigous and
dignified man-about-town. The entire evening
could be spent brushing up on romantic and
presentational speaking tactics.
Does all this seem a bit silly?
Yes, probably, but then again so does
Homecoming in December.

-M.C.W.
·Representatives of Students for Life:
Andrew R. Hill
Jerald D. Freewalt
Michael J. Mohr

Jason A. Freewalt
Nick Deblasio
Ann Schroeder
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Flying on a -wing and a prayer
BY Jr.w DAVIS

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
Finally, after 19 years, the curse.is
broken. Fate somehow allowed me to
hoard an airplane.
I tried to fly when I was seven years
old, hut it didn't work out. My teacher
showed us a film on the Wright brothers
one day, and I thought it looked pretty
simple. So I dug through the garage and
found some old wood and several sheets
of plastic and made wings.
I attached these wings to my Hot
·Wheels with a super glue gun my Dad
told me never to touch. Meanwhile, my
boyhood friend Larry Caylor found a
rope so that we could hoist the Hot
Wheels up on to the roof of my
Grandpa's garage.
I climbed on the roof and Larry sent
the Hot Wheels up.
I put on my Al Unser, Sr., plastic
racing helmet I got when I went to the
Indianapolis 500 and jumped onto my
Hot Wheels. Larry gave me a countdown, a~d then a big push that sent me
rolling down the roof of the garage.
Instead of flying across the neighborhood as I thought I would, my Hot
Wheels slammed into the ground and
broke into pieces. Ironically, it wasn't

the fall to the ground that hurt my butt
so bad; it was when my grandma found
out I landed in her newly planted roses.
Anyway, a couple of weeks ago I flew
out of Dayton to go to New Orleans,
Louisiana - my first flight ever. I was a
little bit nervous about the whole thing,
because a week before my flight there
were two major plane crashes in the U.S.
Since it was my first flight, the
stewardesses were really nice to me.
T.hey told me all about the airplane and
even gave me a tour of the cockpit. ·
The pilots were showing me all the
instruments on the dashboard when one
of them.said, "You're going to have to go
back to your seat now; we have a little
problem." I dido 't want to hear this on
my first flight. But I had nothing to
worry about; some fat guy just got stuck
in one of the bathrooms on the plane.
I was in my seat, ready to go, when all
of a sudden, I heard a soft music coming
from the speakers above me. It was an
eerie sound, kind of like the music they
play at funeral homes while the casket is
on display. This didn't sit very well with
me. I wanted to hear that "Delta, we
love to fly, and it shows" song. . .
The plane taxied down the runway,
and we were in the air. I stared out the
window the entire time, and all of a
sudden we were above the clouds.

. . . a thousand words

Reflections
BY RAMON DEJESUS

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
Ever wonder what people see when they look at
reflections?
When we look at reflections, we tend to see our world:
a world where we always have food on our table, clothes
on our back and the knowledge that we can achieve our
dreams. Yet in the same reflection, we neglect to see what
other people see: the hunger, the homelessness, the
human suffering and the helplessness.
When we're putting together our cheery Christmas
lists,ifeachofusweretoaddonthatlistagiftforsomeone
Jess fortunate, maybe, just maybe, for that brief moment, we would change the way one person looked at the 1
world •.. just for an instant. Last week, we remembered
tobethankful. Thisweek,let'sremembertobethought- ·
ful.
Ever wonder what people see when they look at
reOectiona?

"@!*%,"I yelled (yes, the same word
Bill Clinton screamed when he saw the
election returns a couple of weeks ago),
not knowing that everyone on the
airplane heard me. Heck, I've been
under the clouds my whole life; I dido 't
know what to expect.
I think we were in Atlanta in about
ten or fifteen minutes. We had to wait
about an hour for the flight to New
Orleans to arrive, so I decided to call
some old fishing buddies who live in
Atlanta now.
While I was talking, a lady's voice
came across the airport speaker saying,
"Jeff Davis, please report to Delta
Airlines gate 123D for immediate
departure."
I had no idea where anyone in my
group was, nor did I know where gate
123D was. So.I found a guy in a Delta
Airlines uniform who looked a lot like·
Jackie Gleason and asked him where
gate 123D was.
"Next building. 'It's about a quarter
of a mile down that road out there," he
said.
I pulled an O.J. in the Hertz commercial. I sprinted through the airport,
jumping over suitcases, knocking people
over aitd sliding down escalators. O.K.~
so it wasn't like that, but I got to the
airplane on time •

OuJ' plane took off and once again we
were above the clouds. I dido 't really
pay too much attention to them this time,
because they were showing "Inside the
NFL" _on a large screen, and the Andre
Rison - Peon Deion Sanders fight was
being played in slow motion.
I only had one problem this flight.
Some lady kept trying to read my palm
and tell my future. I asked her if my
pabn indicated a plane crash in my
future. She said no, so I told her to quit
touching my hands, and I put my
headphones on.
The plane landed at New Orleans
International Airport. I was kind of
puzzled, because when the plane
touched down, they played "Baek Home
Again In Indiana" on the speakers.
Three hours ·after leaving Dayton, my
first flight was over, and to celebrate it,
the stewardess· brought me a Coke and a
set of plastic Delta Airlines wings.
I want to fly again someday. Perhaps
I'll tako Larry and we'll go fishing
somewhere. Larry always said, "I want
to go to Hawaii someday ... You·know, I
ain't never been to no foreign country."
Even though I met a few peculiar
people up there, I guess I now know
what they mean when they say "The
Friendly Ski.es."
For $200, it better be.
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A Visit to Xavier's Homecoming
Dec. 2-3, 1994
'Twas the night before Homecoming and all its great thrills,
Students marveled at Denny Dent as he gave them the chills.
He appeared in Xavier's theatre with his canvas and brush,'
Dancing and painting with his rock 'n' roll touch.

Denny Dent's
Two-Fisted Art Attack
8p.m. Dec. 2
University Center Theatre

On the morning of Homecoming, and out on the mall,
Alumni and students hear the Musketeer call.
.
While the students all flocked to the grand affair,
They never expected free doughnuts to be there.
The ru.I?-ners arrtv~.d to jog the 5K
And kick off.the·parade with a dashing hooray.
As the crowd gathered toge.W.er under the big top tent,
They awaited the beginning of the surprise event.

b

- c.

Hospitality Center
9 a.m.-noon Dec. 3
AtTheBeach

0---p.

.

- -

. .'i->
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"All For One Classic" 5K Race
10 a.m. Dec. 3
Dana & Victory Parkway
After the parade,-you'll hear Santa call,
..
"Have lunch with me in the main dining hall! First Annual Homecoming Parade
Then load up the buses and head for the game, Following "All For One Classic"
And hear the new coach call the players by name:"
"Now, Hawkins! now, Massey! now, Sykes and Rose!
We can beat the Greyhounds, as everyone knows!
To the top of the rim, above them all!
Now break away, break away, and dunk that ball!"
Pre-Game Lunch with Santa
11:30 a.m.-1 p.m. Dec. 3 Then to the Convention Center the students they flew,
Ready to dance and celebrate, too.
Main Dining Room
And as they danced under the ballroom light,
I heard St. Nick say, as he drove out of sight,
f"(;''I
"Happy Homecoming to all, and to all a safe night!" ... [~~~..,: .. :::=-?}'
-b

:.ia

e~'-'~

Homecoming Basketball Game
Musketeers vs. Loyola (Md.) Greyhounds
2 p.in. Dec. 3 at Cincinnati Gardens
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Homecoming Dance
9 p.m.-1 a.m. Dec. 3
Cincinnati Convention Center

For more information on Xavier's

Holiday Homecoming Hoop ..(a,
call the National Alumni Office at 745-2078
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XU hoops impressive early

s

PORTS

Women's h~ps split openers
BY K.Jpp HANLEY
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

The difference between Xavier's opening games vs (;entar
Banka (exhibition) and Central Michigan was like night and day.
Xavier was crushed in their first game of the year, 88-67. The
Muskies shot only 32 .5 percent from the field ·against the traveling
European team while getting outrebounded 60-37.
Xavie1· did have some bright spots during their season opener,
though. Sherry Clinkenbeard had a fine performance, scoring 14
points while grabbing five rebounds. Lynn Bihn, a pre-season
first-team all-MCC selection, contrilmted 13 points and nine
rebounds.
Last Saturday was a complete reversal of fortunes· for the
Musketeers. XU used a stifling defense and an unselfish offense to
hammer Central Michigan, 80-45, in their first regular season
game. XU gathered nine steals while collecting-20 assists on the
offensiveendofthefloor. Xavier was led by Amy Siefring, who was
3-4 from the three-point arc in a 23-point effort.
Also, Lynn Bihn 's performance was once again stellar·. She
scoredl4pointsandgrabbed 12 reboundsinjust28minutes. Point
guard Nicole Like had 13 points and five assists while reserve
Keisha Brown dished out five assists as well.
HOCKEY CLUB EMERGING: Started just over one year ago by
Keri Francis, the Xavier Ice has grown tremePdously in a very
short time. The biggest difference this year h_as been the addition
of coach Joe Tonello. Once a player for the Dayton Bombers of the
ECHL and Peoria Rivermen of the IHL, Tonello has added a sense
of dedication and committment to the team.
"Joe has done a great job in bringing discipline and the team
concept into our program this year," said Chris Koebbe, general
manager of the Ice this year.
Another improvement has been the talent and deillcation level
among the players. Led by captains Ron Banaga and Mike Frame,
the Ice has already doubled its win total from last year. Leading
scorer Jeff Assenmacher, with seven goals a~d five assists, has
helped the team defeat Butler and Purdue this season.
The work off the ice has also grown this season. The Ice selected
a new home arena, lcelands Sports Complex in Evendale. This
practice home to the Cincinnati Cyclones will be the home for all
games this season. Fundraising efforts have provided more money
to improve the program.
.Corporate support from the Cincinnati Concessions and other
local businesses have increased the amount of practice time for the
team. The schedule has also become more challenging with teams
like Kent St., Bowling Green, and Indiana being added.
The home opener this weekend will be against John Carroll.
You can catch the Ice Friday, Dec.2 at 8 p.m. and Saturday, Dec.
3 at 11 p. m. Pre-sale tickets will he available this week outside the
grill and cafe.

Submitted by Xavier Ice

EXTRA STUDENT SEATING AVAILABLE: As a temporary
experiment to try and boost student particpation in Xavier men's
basketball games, the Athletic Department has added bleachers at
the corner in between press row and the Xavier student pep hand.
The Athletic Department, Sports Information Department and
TlieXavier Newswire strongly encourage the student body to come
out to the Gardens this season and take advantage of the additional
Ooor seating available for students.
Mlbmlated

by

Mike Henn8ftft, A.utant Athletic Di~ctor

BY KIPP HANLEY
'I;HE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Blowout city. That is what
occurred in the first three Xavier
men's basketball games at the
Cincinnati Gardens.
The Muskies used superior
quickness and depth to crush the
D.C.
All-Stars,
107-83
(exhibition), Windsor, 97-77
(exhibition) and IUPUI, 104-67
over the first week of the season.
Senior forward Pete Sears and
senior guard Jeff Massey were a
two man-wrecking crew against
their opponents. Sears pa~ed XU
with 18 and i3 }loin ts respectively
in the exhibition games . ~hilc
Masseypouredin20in theregillar
season opener against IUPUI.
However, the season didn't
start out like roses. In the opener,
Xavier fell behind 13-2 early,
largely due to excellent perimeter
shooting from D.C. On the other·
side of the ball, XU lool\ed like
they needed BrianGrant back
from the professional ranks to
post up in the paint.
"We wer·e very tentative in the
early going," said Head Coach
Skip Prnsscr.
Slowly but surely, though, the
Muskies crceped their way hack
into it. With a swanning defense
'and
the
inside-outside
combination of freshman Tavares
Johnson and Jeff Massey, Xavier
took control of the hall game.
When it was all said and done,
XU had outscored the All-Stars

by 35 points in the final 34
minutes.
''Overall, we played pretty
hard," said Prosser, "I saw a lot
of positive things tonight,
especially on the offensive end."
Next up on the dinner ~able
for Prosser's team was Windsor,
a traveling Canadian team. With
Larry Sykes out of the lineup
due to illness, Xavier needed big
minutes from the bench. They
got it in the form of Dewaun
Rose, who replaced Sykes in the
starting lineup, Sherwin
. Anderson, Tyson Brit and
Terrance Payne.
Rose made his presence
known in the middle, scoring 13
points to go with four rebounds
in just 24 minutes. Anderson
was instrumental off the bench,
dishing out seven assists while
getting four steals in limited
action.
Brit and Payne cleaned the
glass for a total ofl 7 rebounds in ·
the game, ten of them on the
offensive end.
"Instead of just maintaining
the level of play, I thought our
bench really raised it tonight,"
saidCoachSkipProsser. "That's
what I always stress to them in_.
practice."
Despite holding \Yindsor: to
41 percent shooting on the
evening, Prosser was somewhat
mystified at his team's lacklUster
performance in the final ten
minutes.
Xavier let a 30-point lead
dwindle to as few as 16 on

occasions in the second half.
"We're still struggling to
understand that you have to play
basketball possession by
possession."
Senior Dewaun Rose agreed,
saying,
"The last ten minutes was just
not i1s. It wasn't typicai Xavier
basketball."
·
With two exhibition wins under
their belt, XU entertained IUPUI
last Friday, Nov. 25. Like'their
opener, the Muskies struggled
early in the first half. However,
midway through the opening
period, Xavier went on a 23-5
run t'3 expand their lead to 52-29
at the half.
·
Guard Jeff Massey and
forward Pete Sears led Xavier
with 20 and 16 points,
respectively. Larry Sykes also
had.quite a day for XU. The big
senior center contributed eight
points,11 rebounds and seven
assists to the Muskie victory.
The first real test of the season
will be Wednesday, Nov.30
against Miami (OH) University at
the Cincinnati Gardens. The
Redskins (1-0) return four
starters I.eel by star guards Landon
Hackim and Derrick Cross.
According to Coach Prosser,
the key to the game this
W cdnesday will be defense and
second-chance points.
"We must make them earn
their points," said Prosser. "If we don't, we'll have no shot at
winnirig •at all."· Tip-off for the
Miami game is at 7:30 p.m.

XU

XU is led by the aerial attack of Michael Hawkins and Jeff Massey .
Miami can also fill it up from the outside with Landon Hackim, while
Derrick Cross runs the point. Muskies gain slight edge, however,
because they have more athleticism.

EVEN

Pete Sears, DeW aun Rose, and Tavares Johnson give XU a trio of
rebounders who can score. Jamie Mahaffey and Devin Davis are
highly underrated for Miami. At center, Larry Sykes (XU) and _·
Kevin Beard (MU) are a force on the boards.
At the helm for Xavier is Skip Prosser, a former assistant to Pete
Gillen. MU is led by Herb Sendek, a former assistant to Rick Pitino.
Clearly, both had credible mentors and are quality coaches. This
should prove to he the most even factor in the game.
Xavier should take advantage of the home court, but Miami will
have revenge on its mind after XU took both games last year, the
second coming in the NIT. Xavier also has a deeper bench with more
experience than Miami, who touts several wiproven freshmen.
Xavier should end up winning a squeaker, 83-76 .. _ ·
·

·.

.

EVEN

XU
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Attention Xavier Students!
Houses available 95-96 school year.
3-6 bedrooms, walking distance to
campus, $700-$1200 per month.
Call for best selection.

772-0909

We score
MCAT

GRE

LSAT
GMAT
Classes for the Jan. GMAT and the
Feb. LSAT start soon!. Call TODAY!!

1.,.800-2REVIEW
Restaurant

ATTN:
COLLEGE
STUDENTS
'.

..

-;

If you're •••king a er•at way to
earn extra n1oney•look·.no further

MOUNTAIN JACK'S.
...Cincinnati's newest dinnerhouse.has exciting part time,
weekend opportunities available for:
·

**

**

Energetic
•Lunch I Dinner Serven •U111 Coob •Pre
If you're interested in working in a casual, friendly environ
apply in person: ·
.
·
·

Monday • Saturday
9am • 7pmat:
Mountain lack's
Sharonville, OH ·
US 42 at 1·275
(across from the Holiday Inn)
An Equal Oppty. Employer
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XU serves it up for last time
BY STAN KANIECKI
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Corning off a sheUacking at the
hands of Morehead State two
weeks ago, the Xavier Women's
. Volleyball team regrouped to
prepare themselves for their last
four matches before the MCC
tournament.
Fortunately for the
Musketeers, every opponent they
faced would have to enter the
terror of Schmidt Fieldhouse,
where XU had posted an 8-1
record so far.
Pressure was also on the Lady
Spikers as ·the faced two. MCC
foes in WrightStateandCl~veland
State. Thes~ matches we;ri n'mstwins ifXa~ier wan.ted to make the
MCC tournament, which only
takes eight of the 11 teams in the
conference.
The Haiders of Wright State
came into town with a career
record of 18-0 against the
Muskies. Revenge was definitely
in order as Xavier trounced'WSU
in three str·aight games.
Kim King and Sally Schulte
led the offensive charge with 16
kills apiece whiJe Missy Hathor'~1
was in control on defense,
coUectingsix digs, one block solo,
and four block assists.
The Musketee1·s would then
play two matches on the same
day: Cleveland State and

Georgetown. CSU would he a
mere formality, leaving Schmidt
Fieldhouse in a matter of 60
minutes. Schulte stole the show
for XU as she hit an amazing. 909
for the match with no errors.
However, the test would come
in the second match oft.he day, as
Georgetown (no, not Georgetown
(Ky.) was fired up for Xavier.
The Hoyas took the Muskies to a
grueling five games, hut XU
prevailed 19-17 in the fifth and
deciding game to defeat GU.
"Itwasintense,goingbackancl
forth, hut I thought we played
weU," Head Coach Floyd Deaton
said following the match. "We
executed and put the baU on the
floor when we had to. Xavie1·
could have easiJy lost instead but
we stuck together and stayed
focused."
This brought XU's record to
an impressive 22-10 and 11-1 at
home. Schmidt Fieldhouse had
definitely been a good friend to
the Lady Spikers this year, hut
they still had ~ne more to go:
crosstown rival Cincinnati.
This was no ordinary match,
as SchmidtFicldhousewas packed
(yes, I said 'packed') for a Xavier
Volleyball match. Emotions were
high, the crowd was into it, and .
tempers of both teams and coaches
were flying off the handle. Yell ow
cards were passed out and there
were rumors of protest by UC.
However, Xavier pummeled

the Bearcats in three straight
games for their third consecutive
winoverUC. Kinghad2Ikillsfor
the Muskies while Hathorn and
Darlene Eismann collected seven
block assists apiece.
Xavier posted their fourth
straight 20+ win season under
Deaton, and would go up against
Loyola in the first round of the
MCCtournament. XU'sexcellent
season would fall to.the hands of
the Lady Ramblers in a
disappointing five game defeat.
Coach Deaton shouldered the
burden for the loss to Loyola. "It
was had scheduling on my part.
After UC and Georgetown, the
ladies just didn't have time to get
emotionally prepared."
AJthough the team did not
accomplish all their goals, XU
saw many of its players achieve
outstanding individual feats.
• Sophomore setter Susie
Checkett broke her own single
season assist record with 1464,
nine better than her freshmen
total. She also captured the
number one spot on XtJ's record
for hittingpercen tage for a season
wiLh an impressive .344. Also,
sophomore. outside-hitter Sally
Schulte was chosen on the 2nd
team All-MCC. It was definitely
not a season to regret. Deaton
agreed.
"This was the ni~st enjoyable
season that I've had since I've
been at Xavier."

V-ball seniors say goodbye
BY

srAN KANIEcKi.'

TIIE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

The '94 campaign said
goodbye to three seniors on the
Xavier ~olleyhall team: Kim
King, Missy Hathorn, and Jill
Perry.
These three ladies have a
compiled 9948 record for four
years at XU. They were a part of
the last four 20+ win seasons for
Xavier, a feat never accomplished
by XaviervolleyhaU. Kim "Skip"
King can he found all over the
record hooks .
As far as season records go for
XU, she is #I in kills (546, '93),
second in attempts (1374, '93),
thirdinserviceaees(79, '94),and
fourthforgamesplayed(l38, '93).
Her career records stand as
followsi second in kills (1363),
second in attempts (3495), fourth
in hitting percentage (.245), and
eighth in service aces (126).
• ..l.li!thorn 's stats leave you

· shaking your head as weU. For
the season: sixth· and ninth in
hittingpcrcentage(.285, '91; .271,
'94), sixth in aces (57, '91), tenth
in block solos (39, '92), and fourth
in block assists (133, '94). Her
career records: eighth in kiUs
(827), eighth in attempts (2039),
second in hitting percentage
(.271), third in aces (148), eighth
in digs (954), sixth in block solos
(101), second in block assists
(388), and fourth in games played
(469).
Jill Perry stands at ninth in
career kills (696) and eighth in
career attempts (2112).
Sometimes stats can he
deceiving, hut in this case, they' re
not.XU's record these last four
years proves it (9948). These
girls are winners, no question
about.it, and they will carry on
this winning tradition with them
wh~rever they go.
Coach Deaton echoed those
sentiments. "They're what

Xavier's aU about. They did
everything here 100 percent, no
matter what. And that's why
they're going to he successful in
whatever they do."
.AJJ three seniors expressed
positive thoughts about their
careers at XU. King noted her
most satisfying moment as a
Musketeer.
"Beating the Hoyas was just
awesome. Even though they're
not a rival, those heated, fivegame triumphs are better than
when it's no contest."
Perry thought the competition
at this level was great. "We got to
travel a lot and play against some
really good teams and I reaUy
enjoyed that."
AJthough the season has come
to an end, Xavier will not soon
forget the contributions that Kim
. King, Missy Hathorn and Jill
Perry made on the court at
Schmidt Fieldhouse.
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Swann to the Beehive
Playhouse in the Park stirs the honey
BY AMY HELMES
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Welcome back to this place among the stars. Xavier ... the churn
of dreams. This is possibly the busiest week in recent memory. _Go
Muskies! This is the place where you can look when you 4ccome
confused about all of the activities. God speed!

I've experienced beehives
only twice in my life. The first
incident resulted in a countless
number of extremely painful
beestings over every square
inch of my body.
My most recent encounter
with Dee/live, a musical revue
at the Playhouse in the Park,
was! a.much more pleasant
.,
expepence.
, ,_, .,Si~~~lented and ~~~~getic

The Dowmmdcr will be the site of a good amount of aetivitics this
week. Herc are a few:
1. At 8 p.m. Thursday, Dec. 1, there will be a lyp-syn contest.
Surely you will have fun when you go there.
2. Right after the musical fun, there will be a Spades Tournament. I think that you will play spades and stuff there.
Here arc events which are not in The Downunder·:
1. Basketball game tonight at the Gardens. See non-solicited
fenu~!~·;~Qcalists gui~le.~he
endorsement to the right for visual, graphic stimulation.Wait, that
audience from '60's Motown
funny gorilla from the Suns will be at the game. GO, GO Muskies!
through the British Invasion,
2. Couch potatos can run off the turkey and stuffing Friday at the
alJ the way to Woodstock,
SK Race. It starts at 10 p.m. (we think you should look for a bunch
highlighting the girl groups and
of runners somewhere on Dana and Victory. Other than that we do
female solo artists who led the
not know .where to go!)
way.
3. Denny Dent and his Two-Fisted Art Attack comes hack to
This fast-paced show will
Xavier. Go to the University Center Theater Thrusday, Dec. 2 for
take you back in time to see
alJ of the crazy fun (8 p.m.).
what music was like before
4. Homecoming Dance is always interesting. This year it is in
MTV and compact cliscs.
December (that's this week). Venture out to the Cincinnati ConvenSome of the featured acts
tion Center from 9 p.m. to 1 p.m. Saturday, Dec. 3. Get yom· tickets
'include Lesley Gore, "It's My
at the S.A.C. office, they're ten bucks a piece.
Party (and I'll Cry If I Want
To)," along with Connie
Francis, the Supremes, and
Petula Clarke.
By the second act, Tina
Turner and the Ikettes sing a
DECEMBER
rocking renclition of "Proud
Campus Paperback Bestsellers
Mary," while Janis Joplin belts
out her classics and drinks from
1. Dlaclosure, by Michael Crichton. (Ballantine, $6.99.)
Sexual harassment in a West Coast electronics firm.
a bottle of whiskey.
2. The ShlPfllng News, by E. Annie Proulx. (Touchstone, $12.00.)
In just two hours; ,"Beehive"
Newspaperman returns to his childhood home after death of his wife.
shows·h~w the music htdustry
3. Fomiat Gump, by Winston Groom. (Pocket, $5.50.) Simple
Alabama man journeys through three decades of American History.
evolved over a decade, with
4. Gumplama, by Winston Groom. (Pocket, $5.00.)
chaniing musical styles,
The wit and wisdom of Forrest Gump.
s. Nightmare• a. Dreamacapea, by Stephen King. (Signet, $6.99.)
fashions, and hairdos.
Collection of short slories.
The production also high~
6. Like Water for Chocolate, by Laura Esquivel.
(Anchor/Doubleday, $5.99.) Life and recipes on a Mexican Ranch.
lights the changes in society's
1: Embraced by the Light, by Betty J. Eadie with Curtis Taylor.
outlooks and attitudes with the
(Bantam, $5.99.) A woman's near-death experience.
emergence
of the hippie
8. Without Ramone, by Tom Clancy. (Berl<ley, $6.99.)
The rescue of prisoners held In North Vietnam.
movement and the Vietnam
9. Smilla'• Sen• of Snow, by Peter Hoeg. (OeU, $6.50.)
War.
Investigation of a child's mysterious death.
Beehive offers no real plot10. A History of God, by Karen Armstrong. (Ballantine, $14.00.) History
of monotheism· from classical philosophy to today's skepticism.
line, props, or scenery, but
auclience participation is
strongly encouraged and helps
New G Recommended
to enliven the performance.
Some members of the crowd are
A Cry In the Night, by Mary Higgins Clark. (Pockel, $6.50.) When Jenny
invited to sing a verse of "The
MacPartland is whisked away Into a Itta of lwcµry by a wealthy artist, she
knew she'd grow to love living on his Minnesota farm. Until shattering
Name Game," while several
events reveal the link to a past more horrifying than she dared Imagine.
others are escorted on-stage for
Slow Waltz In Cedar Bend, by Robert James Waller. (Wamer, $4.99.)
Poignant tale of bittersweet love • nol even continents and oceans can
a little go-go dancing.
keep them apart.
Whether you're a babyEverything you Need to Know About LaUno Hfatory, by Hlmilce
Novas. (Plume, $10.95.) A complete, fun·to-browse history of Hispanic
boomer or a victim of GeneraAmerican culture.
tion X, you'IJ love this spicy,
zesty, theater-in-the-round
--courtesy of the Campua Pa11erhack Best11elleN
colJection of fun.
-:::r.:·.~'-1• ~.

Books-R-Us
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file 11hoto

Pictured(l-r) Vi'rgziu"a McMatli, Adi11aliA/e.-ra11dermulCatliy Trien
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CLERKS
Ring it up
BY JoHN Mcltu.E
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

JeffAnderson and Brian O'HaUoran _in CLERKS
Filmedforamodest(andquite
. shOcking) $27 ,575, CLERKS is
the comical creation of director
Kevin Smith. Set almost entirely
in the sub-culture of a convenience store, the fdm'traces the
d!!Y. of Dante Hicks (Brian
O'Halloran) and his vocabularyhurling friend, Randal (Jeff
Anderson).
Playing hockey on the roof,
knocking over caskets during a
wake, and discovering a strained
cadaver in the employee hath·room highlight Dante's day from
hell. With each thing that goes
wrong with Dante's day,-the fa-.

miliar chorus, "I'm not even sup- were editing the film, Smith and
pose to be here," rings out.
producerScottMosiersetupshop
CLERKSis shot completely in in the adjacent video store (which
black and white film. The movie is also a focal point in the film),
is the winner of the 1994Sundance there they serviced customers unFilm Festival Filmaker. Trophy till0:30p.m. thenclosedtheshop
Award,andthel994CannesFilm. to edit footage.
Festival International- Critics
CLERKS is defmitely differWeek. It is said that Smith sold ent, defmitely strange, and deflhis comic book collection for nitely fun. Any movie about a
$3,000 to help fund the project. bunchof22yearoldsharigingout
Smith is als~ a graduate of the in a clubhouse-like atmosphere is
convenience store rut; he also a· movie for me. CLERKS is a
looks back fondly, "The place must see if you 're in the market
was like a clubhouse. All my f~rHo-Ho's,Twinkies,andsome
friends would come. It was never tasty fun ... yummy.
a burden to be there." While the

STUDENTS
There are a lot of Individuals selling new MCAT Prep Courses!

DON'T RISK IT WITH A ROOKIE!
---•~

All of Kaplan's MCAT practice material reflects the
format of the current MCAT - a claim not all
courses can make.

- - - • • . Kaplan has a full-time team of science professionals,
headed by an MD, working on our MCAT course
and practice material - for us, test prep
is not a part-time job.
.
----11•~

Kaplan invented MCAT prep. We have prepared

. over 275,000 students, more than any other
test prep company.

WHY TAKE CHA.NCES?
GO WITH THE LEADER AND INNO.VATOR IN MCAT PREP!

Call: 1-800-KAP-T~S.T

111111ahigher5,'COl'e ·

KAPLAN

Latah Hathaway

a Moment
(Virgin)
In her latest CD, a Moment,
Latah Hathaway shows an understanding and interpretation of
emotion that doesn't come very
often today. In not one of her
songs, even in her slowest, saddest ballads, will you find a single
whine, or self-pity. Nowhere will
you see a woman who is dying
without her man. Instead, in only
a Mome11t, you see a. perspective
of the world that you've never
seen before. In her own way,
Hathaway gives commentaries on
life, romance, relationships, and
dealing with all of the above.
Much of the strength behind
. the album lies not only within her
beautiful voice~ which resounds
with a passion and soul that far
exceeds her age, but also in the
fact that she wrote/co-wrote five
of the songs, co-produced six, and
handled all of the vocal arrangemen ts.
This is not a performer who is
content just being given a script,
and being told to sing it; it is her
own involvement that lends a sort
of conviction to what the songs
actually say. Her talents both on
the mic, and in the background
improve the album tremendously.
The actual songs run the scale
from high po,wer groove to slow,
quiet, but powerful ballads. From
the very start of "Let Me Love
You," a swingy, funky dance
song about breaking away from a
bad relationship, to the very end
"So They· Say," a strong ballad
about hope and· wishes for the
future, you see two extremes of
emotion. Contained in between
are more of the same. "Family
Affair" and "Do You Suppose"
are based upon what family and
marriage are all about.
"Long After U Have Gone,"
"These Are The Things (You Do
ToMe),""BetterAsAMemory,"
and "Bad By Myself' are about
getti.ig over it and on with it after
leaving a bad relationship.

......

:.::

....

~,..

But by far the strongest, most
powerful tracks on the album are
"Separate Ways" and "I'm Not
Over You." "Separate Ways" is
the realization that two people
would be better off apart, but are
torn by not wanting to let go. It
also gives Hathaway a chance to
really show off her vocals and
range.
"I'm Not Over You" is not
what it seems to be at first glance.
It is about a women who is still in
love with a man who has left her,
but it is not a whining pityfest. Ii
is a mature look at oneself, admitting the feelings you had tried
to ignore, so you can put them in
the past. This song has all the
strength, yet weakness that it
would take to bring you to tears.
A Moment is currently available at your favorite record store,
right in time for the holidays, and
already one of the singles from it
is climbing the charts. But that is
not the reason I recommend buying this CD.
By buying, and listening to
this selection from the lovely
Lalah Hathaway, you will walk
away with a ·new understanding
of yourself, your s~nse of romance, and the way you look at
life.

-Michelle Ba::eley

Ifs a
contest
That's right Xavierites. The
Xavi~r Post Office is going to
give you a chance to win a $20
gift certificate at the Xavier
Bookstore:
What you need to do is buy
something from the post office,
a stamp, fol'. example, on your
All-card, sign your receipt and
give it to Terry.
. If you have any questions
about this complicated process,
just ask Terry. Tell him that I
sent you.
Be sure to make your
purchase and entry as soon as
possible because the ,contest
ends soon. You don t want to
miss out on this easy chance for
· $20.
See you at the post office.

-Sonia Cla1u
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Semester rap-up: part one
BY SOREN BAKER

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

The end of the semester is
drawing near, so it is time for the
first installment of my "Semester
Rap-Up." With thewide range of
music produced the last few
months, almost anyone can find a
listenahle sound.
Kwame-incognito (WRAP
Records)
Kwame returns with his fourth
album, and despite what Biggie
Smalls might tell you, his style is
not played. The man we all know
and love has been able to capture
something that has been missing
in rap lately: a personal immediacy. On many of the tracks,
which are among the best he's
ever had, it seems that h~ is talking directly to you.
His topics haven't changed tremendously, he still talks of his
episodes with females and his 1yrical supremacy, but the way he
presents his lyrics is truly unique.
Big Daddy Kane-Daddy's
Home (MCA Records)
Kane, one of the most gifted
lyricists in rap history, returns
with his first effort on MCA. Although he has been labeled as a

sellout by some, he still has the this one up if you want to hear the They are one crew you should
respect of many within the indus- newest crop ofMCs from the west definitely not sleep on.
try. The DJ Premier-produced coast; these talented newcomers
One of the few artists that
posse cut "Show & Prove," fea- appear on several cuts.
praise graffiti, the Artifacts ere~
turing Shyheim and members of
Milk-Never Dated (Ameri- · ateconsistentlyflinkytrackswiththe Wu-Tang Clan, is a testament can Recordings)
. out missing a beat on the entire
to Kane's lyrical prowess on the
Any CD that starts off with a album, something almost unsample of LL Cool J's "Jack The heard-of in rap nowadays.
microphone.
Big Scoob, formerly known as Ripper,"deservespraise. Gizmo "Heavy Ammunition" uses
Scoob Lover, contributes to sev- is no longer part of the scene, hut samples of Erick Sermon, Pete
eral songs throughout th"e album Milk doesn't seem to have missed Rock, and Redman in the chO:.
with a high-pitched voice similar a beat from the Audio Two days. rus, but the lyrics of Tame One
to B-Real. Many fans want Kane
Aggressive would be a fitting andElTheSensaiarewhafreally
to return to the style he perfected way to describe this record, espe- makes you take notice.
on Long Live The Katie. Al- cially on the first single "Get Off
If you can't rustle up. enough
though he has not done it this time My Log." Milk teams up with The spare change to buy the whole
around, any fan of the Big Daddy King Ad Rock of the Beas tie Boys album; get the single "C.'Mon Wit
should not be without this one.
for some added flavor on "Spam." Da Git Down." It features Busta
King Tee-King Tee. IP Life Both MCs kick freestyle rhymes Rhymeskickinghisusualunusual
(MCA Records)
over a beat that will definitely style.
'
Contrary to popular belief, have you moving.
Potna Deuce-Welcome To
there is music from the west coast
Although he is not the most Da Tut(Profile Records)
unaffected by the spread of g- gifted rapper lyrically, what he
Vallejo, California may not
funk. Ki.ng Tee proves once again lacks in lyrics, he makes up for in have been the birthplace of rap,
why he is the King of Compton.
effort. If you buy Never Dated, butthatcertainlyhasnotstopped
Whether passing the mic to his let the tape or CD run after "Ask . "V-Town" from producing some
friends on "Free Style Ghetto" or Me How Thick" finishes because noteworthy rappers. Mac Mall,.·
kicking it solo on "Way Out an extra, unlisted song shows up N2Deep; and E40 & The Click all
There," Tee shows that his skills after about a minute of dead air. preceded Potna Deuce, but
are not deteriorating. Blending
Artifacts-J!etween A Rock Chezski, Rube, D.H., and Rhorns, thumping bass, and vari- And. A /lard Place (Big Beat ·. Beesh don't let that stop them
· ·. · from h~irigingthe funk..
· · - · ··
ous male and females vocals with Records) ·
Coming
straight
from
Jersey
Most of the· songs are perfect·
hisowntightlycraftedlyrics,King
Tee delivers a diverse and enter- with help from T-Ray, Redman for parties ·or clubs/especially
taining album. You should pick and Buckwild are the Artifacts. th~firstsingie"Dat'sMyPotna,"

STRUCTURE
'We're looking for people like you;,"

NOW HIRING
Generous employee discount • Flexible Hours • Fun Atmosphere
··StOP. in for an application at Tri-County, Kenwood, Carew Tower,
Northgate or Florence Malls

and "Funky Behavior."
Keyboards and interestingorgan samples abound throughout
the album, but they don't sound
enough .like the rest of the g-f~nk
sound to get on your nerves.
People looking for something to
.ride to or something to dance to
should definitely give this one a
chance.
World Renown- World ReIWUJn (Warner Bros. Records)
Marly Marl has done it again.
World Renown, the first release
on his new. House of Hitz label,
has a style reminiscent of Pete
Rock and CL Smooth andA Tribe
Called Quest that should be embracedbytheentirehip-hopcommunity.
A Lords of the Underground
sample introduces us to "Mind
. Over Matter," which has a tasty
xylophone hook and tightscratching. Coupled with the smooth
voices of John Doe and 7 Shawn,
· this song can't miss.
The video of their first single,
"Come TakeARide" is currently
being played on Rap City.

EARN MONEYAN»·GAIN.VALl.fABLE.

EXPERIENCEFORAFUTURE:C~

•
•..
•
{

·

researeh Interviewers for the

MATRIXX MARKETING RESEARCH is hiring. marketf
evening and weekend shifts. Market research involves n~ selling.

· ·

·

This is a great entry level position for ~lleae student$; es~.ially Business and M&rketing .
Majors who want to have ~tcd experience on their res~es upon 11'3duatioi1:' ··
While an Interviewer at MATRIXX you will gain first ban~. application of your rnarketina
courses and insight into the aras of product development:\and advertisinz. ·
··
!

•

PLEASE HELP NEEDY FAMILIES OF ST.
LEO'S PARISH WITH CHRISTMAS MEALS
Needed: any non-perishable food items .
Look for collection boxes around campus
from Nov. 28 through Dec. 9

Sponsored by Senior Nursing students

Choose from a 3, 4, ors shift work schedule. Also,
schedule each quarter to meet your ctass sehedule. .

you can rearrange your work.
.

• ·

The basic starting pay is $6.00. However, there is a quarterly bonus for workine and
average of S shifts per week. The bonus is an extra s.so: per hour worked. within the
quarter which will equal approximately $12~.00. Also; a hiaher startina waae is
considered if you have previous market research experien~.

•
•

The ·location is convenient and close to campus.

.a.R

on .the bus route so

QUALIFICATIONS: 17 years

~f

age or older, able to: follow detailed instructions,

excellent handwriting, outstanding ~a skills, typi~g/keyboard experience, and

professional appearance.

•

We

transportation isn't a problem.

·

Apply in person Monday -·Friday, 9 am - 9 pm at the 3r41 floor Research· Cen~r .

--~
.......;.

MATJUXX MARKETING
4S>O· Montgomery ROad
·suire32'

CinCinnati, Ohio· 4S2 i2
141;;1199 .
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,395, you'll have
money left for gas.
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Fri.12/2

•Be sure to catch your Xavier Musketeers as they
square offagainst the Redskins of Miami University on the
hardwood of the Cincinnati Gardens tonight at 7:30 p.m.
I smell a victory.
·

Thurs.12/1

Sat.12··./3

•Hot cocoa, Christmas caroling and a candlelight vigil
are hut a few of the many attractions featured at Christmas
on the Village Square. Creatures will he stirring from 5
p.m .. to 7 p.m. Call X4998 for more information.
~The holiday classic A Christmas Story is being shown

ori the big screen of Kelly Auditorium at 7 :30 p.m. for one
dollar. Sorry, kid, but you just cannot have a Red Rider
B-B gun with a compass on the stock for Christmas. You'll
shoot your eye out. Drink your Ovaltine.

,

1 4
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Sat. 12 / 3, cont'd

•Xavier University is proud to introduce its first annual homecoming pageant. Five marching hands and
•Head over to the Sports Center from 4-6 p.m. for the more than forty floats will participate in a parade which
CoDege Friends Christmas Party. Games, food and fun begins on the comer of Dana and Victory at 10 a.m.
with children from the community promise to give each Rumors are circulating that Santa himself will he making
and every one of us that warm and funny feeling inside. a guest appearance in a horse-drawn carriage.
See ya there.
•"Lunch With Santa" takes place at the conclusion of
the pageant (from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m;) in the University
•Denny Dent will astonish you with his "two-fisted Center. The buffet brunch costs people 5 years of age or
paint attack" tonight at 8 p.m. in the Univesity Center older five-hundred ~ents. Folks less than 5 won't pay a
Theatre. You'll he amazed how DD magically hrin~ penny, hut they will have the opportunity to he
splotches, dabs and splashes to life in the fornls of your photographed with that heard-growin ', satin-wearin',
favorite pop culture superstars. Two dollars will get you rosy-cheekin', cookie-stealin', sleigh-ridin', toy-huildin',
iri the door (T~at's one dollar for each of Denny's fists). chim~ey-sweepin', scale-bustin', elf-heatin' good old Saint
Nick. Ho Ho Ho I
•Ye~rs ago it was football. More recently it has been
•The XU Ice skate into action at the Iceland Sports
soccer.·
Guess what students, faculty, friends and alumni
Complex tonight at 8 p.m. Xavier hosts John Carroll in
of
XU
-This year basketball is the athletic spectacle of
their first home game of the season. Presale tickets are
your
homecoming
weekend. The men in blue will do their
available outside the Musketeer Inn all week.
darndest to win one for the home team as they face Loyola
(Md.) at 2 p.m. at the Cincinnati Gardens. Go Team, Go!
•Your 1994HomecomingDance. Convention Center ..
9p.m. -1 a.m. Wordscannotdescrihe,sol won'teven try.

Wed.11/30

..·

PA c E
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•Xavier Rugby returns from hibernation for t~e traditional Old Boys homecoming game at 10 a.m. Stroll on
up to Cohen Field to see ifXavier's undergrad ruggers can
teach their retired alumni a few new tricks. Make the fun
· and folly of this classic rugby matcliup a part of your own
homecoming traditio~.

Sun.12/4
•Top off your homecoming weekend t\le right way with
the 1994 Christmas· Concert, presented by the Music
Department from. 4- 7 p.m. in the University Center
Theatre. A~mission is free. Hark, Herald, I thought I
heard an angel sing.

Classifieds

"

..

Great Moming Joh
TERM PAPERS? Order:
Receptionist needed part-time Write Great Papers in ONE Day.
for advertising agency in East Learn research shortcuts ·and
WalnutHills. MustheMacintosh revolutionary outline method
familiar and have good typing/ allowing organization and writing
editing skills. Starting wage. at of paper without notes/notecards.
$5.00/hr. Call us at 961-1174.
· An essential resource for all
students.. Send $10: TOLER
Gymnastics Instructor -·The PUBLISHING, 4865 SE 41,
little Gym is seeking instructor Oklahoma City, 73115.
to teach recreational gymnastics.
Gymnastic experience required,
SEE THE FUTURE TODAY!
high energy, physically fit a must.
I need participants for studies in
Flexible part-time scheduling.
in terdimensional signaling.
671-9721 Jessica.
Possible employment for
promising subjects. Call today Part-time production assistant, 829-1585.
some nights/evenings. Flexible
schedule, set-up for special events,
lifting required. 772-6112, ask for
Greg~

Help Wanted - Funky's Cafe
Cooks, servers, part~time
bookkeeper. Please apply in
person, Kenwood Towne Centre,
7875 Montgomery, 891-4490

WANTED II·

· hidividuals and Student
Organizations "to Promote.
SPRING BREAK '95. Eani ..
substantial Money andFREE
TRIPS. Call· Inter-Campus ·
Programs 1-800-327-6013.

SPRING BREAK '95!
America's #1 Spring Break
Company! Cancun, Bahamas,
Daytona & Panama! 110% L>west
Price Guarantee! Organize 15
frieridsandTRAVELFREE! Earn
highest commissions!
(a00)-327TRAVEL.
Outback Steakhouse, 8240
Montgomery Road, 793-5566.
Now hiring friendly people for
the.following positions: bussers,
dishwashers, hostesses, cooks and·
servers. Greatworkenvironment
with above average wages. Call
Mitch Miller.
Non-smoker needed to share
house in ex'change for light
housekeeping .and part-time child ·
care. Washer,Dryer,onhusroute. :
References required. 751-76??:_ '_ . ~~· ,·
Apartment for rent- available ·
for 95-96 school year. 2/6.
bedrooms; walking distance to.·:..
school. 772-0909.

• You can work flexible hours, including nightJ'and weekends
based on your academic schedule.
• Unlimited hours while attending college -including
Christmas, spring and summer breaks.
• Warehouse/dock experience helpful, but not necessaf}'.
• You must be al/east I 8 years old.

• You musl have 2 years of verifiable materials handling
experience wil/J freight docks or warehousing wilhin
/he last 4 years.
• English literacy required.
• You work some nights and/or weekends.
• You must be at least 18 years old.
Applicants must have drivers license,
S.S. card or birth certificate when applying.

APPLY IN PllllON
rursOAY·FlllOAY ff :OOAIU:30Pll
SATURDAY B:OOAIM:OOPll AT

Wilkins Motor Lines, Inc.
.
6431 Centre Park Drive
• _.,, ,·· ' ··West Chester, OH 45069
513-771·5880; Ext. 41

JWA71UNB
MOTOR LINES, INC. ·

T" l'la1·1· ;1 l'L1,,Jl.i1·d ;1d in tilt' \;1\ 11.,- '\1·\,,\,11·1·_ l'all tlw \d\1Tti,111.:'. l>1·1';1rt1111·11t ;11
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JAFFE, m·nwJ...mooNG RECIA\\lS IS'1'HHEA'.l\NG OUR "IT .ltl\G ·-

"01'\\l.l.lll'S !llblf>ll'illfff.T"/ -

't''#E se~M TeM Tl\" .. ~SG"'lt.IGS co.-E.
l\t.IC) -~. ~OW& IT AU. To
. lJt,.TRA SL.\t~F"ST SHftltES,,

me.se.
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LACK OF FOCUS
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•
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ACROSS
1 Stumble
5 Catamarans
1o Kind of school
14 Costa"'.'""" . ·
15 "Crazylegs"
Hirsch
·
16Vex
17 State vigorously
18 Blessings · ·
19 Fencing sword
20 Models of
excellence
22 Mortarboard
· appendage
24 Family members
26 Rule
29 Huge
33War god
34 Entrances
37 Only
38 Word of respect
39 Bitter herb
40 Bad: pref.
41 Sit for a painting
43 Of inferior value
45 Great review
46 Enter without
·paying
48 Required .
50 Repudiates
53 Metrical foot
56 Midday
60 ·Affluent
61 Witch of '-"
63 Certain poems
64 Loafing
· 65 Inebriate
66 Relax
67 Ache
68 Fast horse
69 Facilitate

R60SIS. TtfE 6i'UJ( GoD Of 111~\<WG ~'1CE5, ANO Sf. RoY. Ti/E CATtlo£1c SAWTOF
PA~KWI> S\lACES CO/JfR.olJT ~<.HOTrll'R 'vJ/1£11 C'1LL£D ON B'I' Two Pious BELt~V..-f"~.

',I~)•,

@1994 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reseived.

12 Gen. Robert13 Rind
21 Long fish
23 Branch
25 Wearies
26 Struggles for
breath
27 Constellation .
28 Poem part
30Wanderer
31 Person in
bondage
32 Sniggled
DOWN
35 Maine city .
1 Snare
36 "-Town"
2 - Ridge
42 Made of soil
(racehorse)
· 43 Without a victory
3 Cake decorator 44 Sang after
4 HOiiday
applause·
spectacles
45 Make livable
5 Echo
again
6 In a line with
47 Door opener
7 Certain student 49 Poetic time .
8 Ship weight
51 Excessive
9 Procedures
52 Hangman's knot
10 Irons
53 Slow leak
11 Tears
54 Verdi herOlne

ANSWERS

~~~.;;;.

55251
57 Brainchild
58Armymeal

59 It. family
62 "Believe It

or-··
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MONDAY MANAGER~S SPECIAL
LARGE SINGLE TOPPING PIZZA
AVAILABLE EVERY MONDAY 4PM to CLOSE.
USE FREE DELIVERY COUPON BELOW!

MARKET RESEARCH
CENTER SUPERVISOR.
Seeking a full time night/weekend Supervisor for a 65+ station, CATI equipped data collection
facility in a Cincinnati based full seivice Market Research firm. The position requires a creative .
problem solver with strong supervisory and project management skills. As a Supervisor you
would be responsible for the management of both qualitative and quantitative market research
studies while at the same time overseeing the productivity and quality of the personnel.

Enjoy the Arts & START members ond friends are invited to:

CSO Thursday Night Concert Series
at Music Hall
Decemb_er 1, 1994 • 7:30 p.m.
'

REQU1REMENTS:
.. Completion of college course work in market research with a grade point of 3.0 or higher
·
(previous experience in market research is a plus)
.. Superior personnel management, motivation, and evaluation skills
.,. Able to effectively train and motivate staff
1o Detail oriented and accurate
.. Flexible schedule and able to work long hours as needed
... Able to handle multiple tasks without immediate supervision
... Well developed organizational skills
.. Able to perform well in a quick paced, rapidly changing work environment
." Able to work effectively under stress
.. Outstanding oral and written communication skills
.. Professional appearance and demeanor ,

.

ft."JlUnnll:

Conductor Pinchas Zukem1an

Cell~!

Eric Kim

Ali_ all TcbaikovsJ.,• program
.l1ee1 CSO musicians ac recepcion foUo ..ing in Corbect Tower

(the top floor of ~lusic Hall) fe:ituriug TIIE DUKF.S,
Donacos Pizza and cash bar.
Ticke!S for concen and recepcion are 18 for ETMiTART members
· and friends. Call 751·270010 make reseivatlons wich V'tSat..lasterCard ~
Pinch.., Zukennon · by December Isl. More 1han 1W~ tlckeu may be purd1ased.

f
;;·

Fax resume to: Drew Judge, Research Center Manager, (513) 458-2585
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